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Abstract— This paper proposes the vehicle longitudinal con-
troller for the Anti-lock Braking System(ABS) and Traction
Control System(TCS). The sliding mode control scheme without
a sign function is used to design a controller. Instead of a
sign function, the adaptation mechanism is used to reduce the
actuator chattering as a problem of the sliding mode control.
The proposed systems use the equivalent model from engine
to wheel to control the brake and engine actuator. Using the
integrated logic frame, it reduces the computation load of
Electrical Control Unit(ECU) equipped on the vehicle and make
integrating a variety of vehicle stability controllers such as ABS,
TCS, and ESC(Electronic Stability Control) more easily. The
proposed systems are made up of three sub-systems, which are
the vehicle state estimator, vehicle state controller and vehicle
actuator controller. The performance of the proposed system is
verified with a variety of standard ABS and TCS test conditions
using the CarSim.

I. INTRODUCTION
In these days, a variety of the vehicle stability control

systems have been developed for the safety of a vehicle.
These systems are classified by the vehicle motion such as
the longitudinal, lateral and vertical direction. Especially, the
vehicle longitudinal control systems such as an Anti-lock
Braking System(ABS) and Traction Control System(TCS)
had been developed first, which have been equipped with
most vehicle widely. Both systems operate under the opposite
conditions. The ABS controller is applied to prevent four
wheels from locking when the vehicle is decelerating heavily,
which uses four brake actuators. In case that the vehicle
is accelerating heavily, the TCS is operated to prevent
the driven wheel from occurring the over-slip, which uses
the driven wheel brake actuators and an engine actuator.
Therefore, it is not easy to integrate both systems under only
one logic frame and the complicated algorithm structure may
consist of lot of memory.

Many researches of both systems have been performed and
a variety of the control schemes have been used. However,
most studies assume that the optimal control target(desires
wheel slip or wheel speed) is known. [1][2] These systems
have focused on only how the measurements such as wheel
slip or speed track the desired value well.[3][4][5] Actually, it
is difficult to define the control target exactly under a variety
of road conditions because the road friction coefficient is
unknown and it is impossible to measure it by using only
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equipped sensors such as an yaw rate sensor and accelerom-
eters. Therefore, the control problem only considered the
perfect tracking (asymptotically stable) is meaningless.

This study proposes the integrated longitudinal vehicle
control system. The equivalent dynamics from engine to
wheel is used to design adaptive PID control scheme. It
makes the integration of both systems more easily because
the actuator controllers are designed by this model. There-
fore, it can reduce the computation load of ECU equipped on
the vehicle and algorithm complexity. The proposed systems
are made up of three sub-systems, which are the vehicle
state estimator, vehicle state controller, and vehicle actuator
controller. The road friction coefficient is calculated to obtain
the control target such as the desired wheel and engine speed.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the
vehicle states such as the normal force, brake torque and
road friction coefficient are calculated by physical dynamics.
In Section III and V, the vehicle state controllers and vehi-
cle actuator controller are presented to obtain the desired
control targets and to control brake and engine actuators.
The simulation results are shown in Section V to verify the
performance of the proposed system. Concluding remarks
are given in Section VI.

II. VEHICLE STATE ESTIMATOR
In this section, the normal forces and brake torques are

calculated by physical dynamics. Four wheel pressure sen-
sors, which have been used for a regenerative braking system
in the hybrid vehicles or an ACC(adaptive cruise control)
system recently, are used to measure wheel pressure sig-
nals. Using the wheel dynamics based on these parameters,
the road friction coefficient is obtained. And the driveline
dynamics are described for the brake and engine control
model.[6]

A. Normal Force Computation

The normal forces of the vehicle are calculated by the
longitudinal vehicle dynamcis, which is described in Fig. 1.
The normal forces of front and rear wheels are calculated as
follows:

Fz f =
mglrcosθ −mghsinθ +mẍh−Faerohaero

L
(1)

Fzr =
mgl f cosθ +mghsinθ +mẍh+Faerohaero

L
(2)

where, Fz f and Fzr are the normal forces of the vehicle, m
the total vehicle mass, l f and lr the distance from C.G. to
front and rear wheel, L the wheel base length, g the gravity
acceleration, θ the road elevation, h the height of C.G, and
Faerohaero the moment of aero effect.
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Fig. 1. Vehicle longitudinal dynamics

Fig. 2. Relation between force and pressure

When the vehicle is decelerating, the vehicle acceleration
assumes the positive value and otherwise negative one. Here,
assume that the road surface is flat, i.e., θ ≈ 0 and air
drag is negligible, i.e., Faerohaero ≈ 0. Then, (1) and (2) are
approximated simply as follows:

Fz f ≈
mglr +mẍh

L
(3)

Fzr ≈
mgl f +mẍh

L
(4)

B. Brake Torque Computation

The brake torques are obtained by the relation between
force applied to four wheels and cylinder pressure as de-
scribed in Fig. 2. The force applied to brake disk pad is
obtained as follows,

FB = µbFca = µb2FBN = 2µbPBA (5)

where, FB is the brake force, µb the caliper friction coeffi-
cient, Fca the clamping force, FBN the normal brake force,
PB the brake pressure, and A the cylinder area.

The brake torque is computed as follows,

TB = FB · rd = kBPB (6)

where, TB is the brake torque and rd the disk radius.
kB represents the brake gain which is determined by the
specification of brake cylinder. In this study, the brake gains
of front and rear wheels are 200N·m/MPa and 70N·m/MPa.

C. Road Friction Coefficient Computation

The road friction coefficient is calculated by wheel dy-
namics in Fig. 3. It is usually used for the brake actuator of
ABS. The moment balance equation of the wheel is obtained
as follows,

Fig. 3. Wheel dynamics

Jwω̇w = Tv−RFx−TB (7)

where, Jw and ωw are the wheel inertia and angular speed, R
the wheel radius, Fx the longitudinal tire force, TB the brake
torque and Tv the driving torque.

The relation between the longitudinal tire force, Fx and
the normal tire force, Fz is represented as follows,

Fx = µFz (8)

where, µ is the road friction coefficient.
In (7) and (8), the road friction coefficient is obtained by

normalizing the longitudinal tire force using the normal tire
force. It is presented as follows,

µ =
Fx

Fz
=

Tv− Jwω̇−TB

RFz
(9)

The µ obtained in (9) oscillates in accordance with wheel
cycling pattern caused by the braking operation such as
apply-hold-dump in ABS. Therefore, it must be limited by a
rate limiter to obtain the maximum road friction coefficient.
The applied rate limiter is as follows:

µpeak =

 µ + µ̇max ·Ts i f µ̇ = µ̇max
µ− µ̇min ·Ts elsei f µ̇ < µ̇min
µ otherwise

(10)

where, µ̇max and µ̇min are the maximum and minimum rate
limitation of µ , and Ts is the sampling time.

The maximum friction coefficient, µpeak, means the max-
imum braking force obtained during the braking. It is used
to obtain the control targets of the rear wheels in ABS. It
can improve the implementation problem that the control
target is unknown indirectly. Also, it enables all wheels to
be controlled under each estimated road friction coefficient.
Therefore, it can guarantee the lateral stability of the vehicle
on the split friction road condition or curve braking.

D. Driveline Model

The driveline model provides useful dynamics to design
the brake and engine controller. The engine can be controlled
in point of wheels and wheels can also be controlled on
the contrary to this. Therefore, this is applied easily to the
brake and engine actuator control in ABS and TCS. The
driveline model is described in Fig. 4. For simplicity, the
transient characteristics and the damping effects of clutch
and transmission are ignored. [7]
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Fig. 4. Driveline dynamics model

In Fig. 4, the moment balance equations from engine to
drive shaft are obtained as follows,

Jeω̇e = Te−Tc (11)

Jcω̇c = Tc−Tt (12)

Jtω̇t = Tt −
Tv

rtr f
(13)

Jvω̇v = Tv−TL (14)

where, Je, ωe and Te are the engine inertia, angular speed and
torque, Jc, ωc, and Tc the clutch inertia, angular speed and
torque, Jt , ωt and Tt the transmission inertia, angular speed
and torque. rt the transmission gear ration, r f the final gear
ration, and TL the load torque. Here, Jv and ωv are defined
as follows,

Jv = 2Jw, ωv =
ωwL +ωwR

2

where, ωwL and ωwR are angular speed of left and right side
wheel.

When it assumes that the vehicle is on the steady-state, the
angular speed of the engine, clutch and transmission become
equally.

ωe ≈ ωc ≈ ωt (15)

However, the angular speed between transmission and drive
shaft is different because of the gear ratio of transmission
and final drive.

ωt = rtr f ωv (16)

Therefore, the dynamics on the drive shaft is obtained by
substituting (7), and (11) ∼(13) into (14) as follows,{

(Je + Jc + Jt)(rtr f )+
Jv

rtr f

}
ω̇v = Te−

∑TB

rtr f
− R∑Fx

rtr f
(17)

where, ∑TB is the sum of left and right brake torque, and
∑Fx the sum of left and right longitudinal tire force.

(17) is the equivalent model from engine to drive shaft to
control the engine torque. In case of the brake control, the
reference of the equivalent mode must be changed from a
drive shaft to each wheel as follows,{

(Je + Jc + Jt)(rtr f )
2

2
+ Jw

}
ω̇w =

rtr f

2
Te−TB−RFx (18)

III. VEHICLE STATE CONTROLLER

In this section, it is described how the control targets are
obtained. And the rear wheel control scheme of ABS is
introduced to describe how to obtain the control target of
the front wheel because the front wheels are controlled by
the wheel speed obtained from the controlled rear wheel.

A. Anti-lock Brake System

1) Rear Wheel Control: The rear wheels are controlled
by wheel acceleration based rules. The desired acceleration
is obtained from (10), and the error between measured and
desired acceleration is also used as a feedback term. It works
like a P-type controller. Therefore, the rear wheel brake
system is considered as a semi-feedback one. The valve
command to control rear wheels is presented as sum of valve
dump command and valve apply command as follows:

Vcmd =Vdump ·Vdhold +Vapply ·Vahold (19)

where, Vcmd is the total valve command, Vdump valve dump
command, Vapply valve apply command, Vdhold valve hold
command for dump, and Vahold valve hold command for
apply.

The dump and apply valve commands are obtained by
the difference between estimated wheel acceleration and
reference wheel acceleration. The commands for valve dump
and apply are represented as follows:

Vdump =

{
aw−adump i f aw−adump < 0
0 otherwise (20)

Vapply =

{
aw−aapply i f aw−aapply > 0
0 otherwise (21)

where, aw is estimated wheel acceleration, adump reference
acceleration for dump, and aapply reference acceleration for
apply.

The reference accelerations, adump and aapply, are obtained
from the calculated maximum road friction coefficient, µmax
with additional margin. For example, the reference acceler-
ations, adump and aapply are determined as follows:

adump =−1 · [|amax| ·1.20+0.7 ·g] (22)

aapply =−1 · [|amax| ·1.05+0.1 ·g] (23)

where, amax means the maximum acceleration during brak-
ing on the driving road using the road friction coefficient
estimated in (10).

amax = µpeak ·g (24)

The valve hold commands determine whether the valve
dump/apply commands are applied or not. The commands
of the valve hold are as follows:

Vdhold =

{
0 i f |Vdump|<Vholdth f or t < t1
1 otherwise (25)

Vahold =

{
0 i f Vapply > 0 f or t < t2
1 otherwise (26)
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where, Vholdth is a threshold for dump hold, t1 a time
threshold to keep small dump command, t2 a time threshold
to be ready to start apply command.

The apply-hold-dump commands make cycling patterns of
the rear wheels around the peak friction slip point.

2) Front Wheel Control: The front wheels have no direct
cycling patterns like rear wheels because it makes the ride
very harsh on high-friction surfaces. The target speeds of
front wheels are obtained from controlled rear wheel speed
with additional slip margin. The validity of the control target
is guaranteed by an assumption that the rear wheels are
controlled near a peak friction point through a cycling-
pattern. The desired wheel speed, ωFwdes, is represented as
follows,

ωFwdes = ωRw +∆ω (27)

where ωRw is rear wheel speed, ∆ω additional slip margin.

B. Traction Control System

The objective of TCS is to prevent the driven wheels from
occurring over-slip by heavy acceleration. Therefore, average
speed of undriven wheels with slip margin becomes the
desired control target of driven wheels. However, the desired
wheel speed(control target) of brake and engine actuator
must be different because two actuators may be operated
very frequently. This study proposes that the desired wheel
speed of the brake control becomes higher than one of the
engine control as follows,
• Brake Control

ωFwdes = ωRw−average +∆ω +1 (28)

• Engine Control

ωvdes = ωRw−average +∆ω (29)

where ωRw−average is the average speed of two rear wheels
and ∆ω additional slip margin.

The slip margin in this study is about 10% of the un-
driven wheel speed. It is determined by a variety of actual
experiments.

IV. VEHICLE ACTUATOR CONTROLLER

In this section, the brake control schemes of front wheels
in ABS and driven wheels in TCS are presented. In case of
front-wheel driven vehicle, the brake control logics of ABS
and TCS are same. And the engine torque control scheme in
TCS is presented.

A. Brake Controller

The controllers of the brake actuators are designed by (18).
The rearrange of (18) is represented as follows,

ω̇w =
rtr f

2Jwb
Te−

TB

Jwb
−µ

RFz

Jwb
(30)

where,

Jwb =
(Je + Jc + Jt)(rtr f )

2

2
+ Jw

In (30), the change rate of brake torque is proportional to
fluid flow rate, and flow rate is proportional to control valve

opening. Therefore, the brake torque rate is proportional to
the valve command and then it becomes the control input.[8]
Using (30), the system model to design the controller is
defined as follows:

ω̈w =− 1
Jwb

ṪB +d (31)

where,

d =
rtr f

2Jwb
Ṫe−

1
Jwb

d
dt
(µRFz)

The control objective is to track the desired wheel speed,
ωFwdes. In this study, the PID controller is proposed and
the adaptation mechanism of the disturbance, d is designed.
In case that the information of d is totally unknown, the
adaptation mechanism does not work well because of the
fast time-varying characteristic of parameter derivative. This
makes the tracking performance very poor. However, it can
be improved because the nominal value of d, dn can be
calculated by using (3) and (9) in this study. Therefore, (31)
is rewritten as follows:

ω̈w =− 1
Jwb

ṪB +dn +∆d (32)

Here, ∆d = d − dn is the error between the actual distur-
bance and the nominal disturbance. To design the adaptive
controller, the PID type error dynamics is defined as follows,

Sb = ėb +2ζ λbeb +λ
2
b

∫
ebdt, ζ > 0, λb > 0 (33)

where, eb = ωw−ωFwdes is the tracking error, and ζ , λb the
tuning parameters.

This study uses the sliding mode control scheme without
sign function to reduce the actuator chattering. The aim of
the sliding mode control is to force the system state to the
sliding surface S = 0 and then maintain it on the sliding
surface. Therefore, the sliding surface, S must satisfy,

Ṡb ·Sb ≤ 0 (34)

And, (34) can be satisfied using (35)

Ṡb =−KbeSb, Kbe > 0 (35)

From (35), the control law is obtained as follows,

ṪB = ub = Jwb

(
− ω̈d +2ζ λbėb +λ

2
b eb +KbeSb +dn +∆d̂

)
(36)

Here, the disturbance error ∆d̂ must be estimated by using
the adaptation mechanism. The adaptation law is designed
as follows:

∆
˙̂d = Kba

(
ėb +2ζ λbeb +λ

2
b

∫
ebdt

)
, Kba > 0 (37)

where, Kba is the tuning parameter of the adaptation algo-
rithm.

The control law (36) and the adaptation law (37) gurantee
the stability of the system. Let’s define a Lyapunov function,

V =
1
2

S2
b +

1
2Kba

(∆d−∆d̂)2 > 0, Kba > 0 (38)
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The derivative of (38) is as follows:

V̇ = SbṠb +
1

Kba
(∆d−∆d̂)(∆ḋ−∆

˙̂d) (39)

The disturbance error, ∆d assumes that it is varying slowly
because the nominal value, dn is tracking the actual distur-
bance, d. Therefore, ∆d is considered as a constant and the
derivative of ∆d is nearly equal to zero, i.e., ∆ḋ ≈ 0 and (39)
is recalculated using (33), (36) and (37) as follows:

V̇ = SbṠb−
1

Kba
(∆d−∆d̂)∆ ˙̂d =−KbeS2

b ≤ 0 (40)

Therefore, it is proved that the system is stable. Using
LaSalle’s invarient set theorem, the asymptotical stability of
the system is also proved. If eb = 0, only eb = 0 makes Sb = 0
in (33) and Sb = 0 makes Ṡb = 0. Substituting (36) into (32),
above relation makes ∆d−∆d̂ = 0. Therefore, the equilibrium
point eb, ėb and ∆d−∆d̂ are asymptotically stable.

B. Engine Controller

In this study, the equivalent model from engine to drive
shaft, (17), is used to control the engine actuator. Rewriting
(17),

ω̇v =
1

Jwe
Te−

1
Jwe

1
rtr f

TB−
1

Jwe

R
rtr f

Fx (41)

where,

Jwe = (Je + Jc + Jt)(rtr f )+
2Jw

rtr f
,

TB = TBL +TBR, Fx = FxL +FxR

Here, the control input is the engine torque, Te. The control
objective is to track the desired engine speed, ωvdes. As
shown in the brake controller, the PI controller is proposed
and the adaptation mechanism of the longitudinal tire force,
Fx is designed.

To design the adaptive controller, the PI type error dynam-
ics is defined as follows,

Se = ee +λe

∫
eedt, λe > 0 (42)

where, ee = ωv−ωvdes is the tracking error, ωvdes the desired
engine speed, and λe the tuning parameters.

As shown in the brake controller, the sliding mode control
scheme without sign function is used. Therefore, the sliding
surface, Se must satisfy,

Ṡe ·Se ≤ 0 (43)

And, (34) can be satisfied using (35)

Ṡe =−KeeSe, Kee > 0 (44)

From (44), the control law is obtained as follows,

Te = ue = Jweω̇vdes +
TB

rtr f
+R

F̂x

rtr f
−KeeSe (45)

Here, the longitudinal tire force, F̂x is estimated by the
adaptive law as follows:

˙̂Fx =−
Kea

Jwe

R
rtr f

(
e+λe

∫
edt
)

(46)

TABLE I
SIMULATION CASE SCENARIO

Case1(TCS) Full accel high(µ=0.8) to low(µ=0.3)
Case2(ABS) 100kph high(µ=0.8) to low(µ=0.2)
Case3(ABS) 100kph high(µ=0.8) to low(µ=0.2)
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Fig. 5. Case1. High To Low: TCS

where, Kea is the tuning parameter of the adaptation algo-
rithm.

The control law (45) and the adaptation law (46) gurantee
the stability of the system. Let’s define a Lyapunov function,

V =
1
2

S2
e +

1
2Kea

(Fx− F̂x)
2 > 0, Kea > 0 (47)

The derivative of (47) is as follows:

V̇ = SeṠe +
1

Kea
(Fx− F̂x)(Ḟx− ˙̂Fx) (48)

The derivative of Fx is nearly equal to zero, i.e., ˙̂F≈ 0 and
(48) is recalculated by using (42), (45) and (46) as follows:

V̇ = SṠ− 1
Kba

(∆d−∆d̂)∆ ˙̂d =−KbeS2 ≤ 0 (49)

Therefore, it proves that the system is stable. Using LaSalle’s
invarient set theorem, the asymptotical stability of the system
is also proved.

V. SIMULATION

A variety of simulations have been performed to verify the
performance of the proposed ABS and TCS algorithm under
a lot of conditions using CarSim program. The simulation
conditions are standard test conditions of ABS and TCS. In
a variety of simulations, the driving scenarios on the mu
transition(high to low mu) road are shown in this study. It
is shown in TABLE I. These scenarios can show overall
performance of designed vehicle state estimator, vehicle state
controller, and vehicle actuator controller simultaneously. In
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Fig. 6. Case2. High To Low: without Pressure Sensors for ABS
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Fig. 7. Case3. High To Low: with Pressure Sensors for ABS

Fig. 5, the road friction coefficient changes from 0.8 to
0.3 at 3.5sec. In spite of sudden mu transition, there is no
over-slip for each wheel. Also, the vehicle keeps maximum
longitudinal tire force as shown in vehicle acceleration. Fig.
6 and 7 show the effect of using wheel pressure sensors,
which means whether the nominal disturbance is known or
not in (32). In both figures, the road friction coefficient
changes from 0.8 to 0.2 at 6.1sec. And, wheel slip of left
and right-side wheels are not same because the C.G point of
the vehicle is not in the center of the vehicle. In case of the
algorithm without wheel pressure sensors(Fig. 6), the road
friction coefficient cannot be estimated, so the detection of
the friction variation such as friction transition can be slow
or cannot be detected properly. At the moment changing the
road friction coefficient from high to low in Fig 6 and 7,
the proposed algorithm(Fig. 7) shows that the wheel slip is
smaller than that of the algorithm without pressure sensors

because of fast detection of surface transition. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm shows good performance though sudden
mu transition occurs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the integrated longitudinal vehicle controller
has been proposed for ABS and TCS. The equivalent dy-
namics from engine to wheels is used to control the brake
and engine actuator, which makes integration of both systems
more easily. Also, the sliding mode control scheme is used
to design the adaptive controller. However, the sign function
has been eliminated to reduce the actuator chattering because
it makes the rideability and comfortability of passengers
be worse. In stead of, the adaptive mechanics are used to
reduce the effect of disturbance and model uncertainties. In
the future, a variety of experiments have to be performed
to verify the robustness and performance in actual driving
conditions.

APPENDIX

The units of legends of Fig. 5∼7 are as follows:
• Vx, Vw, Vwdes, VwdesF: m/s
• acar: m/s2

• Pb/10: 10bar
• TrqCMD, TrqENG: Nm
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